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Saving Sand
? Saving Sand, A Story-Cycle of Prairie
Culture, During The Great Depression, is a
group of connected short stories, almost a
novel, several of which have appeared in
literary journals. The book follows the
same family from Jan 1934 when they
moved to Olton in the Texas panhandle to
Feb 1942, when the family left the farm to
seek work in the shipyards in California. At
the beginning of the period, life on the
prairie was pretty much like it had been
since great-grandpas time; at the end, it
was quite different. With World War II, the
old prairie culture vanished. Farmers
became very aware of Guadalcanal and
Anzio and Normandy and they came back
to the prairie with a kind of affluence,
cosmopolitanism, and appetites that had
never before existed on the prairie. And the
farm itself had changed; it was no longer a
cottage industry where a mans work was
the index of production, but a factory
where mechanization, fertilizer, and capital
were the essentials of survival. R.E.
Abernethy: the book caught me as soon as I
got into it, and I read to learn about
Charles... I thought that it was rich in
humanity and history. And I think it is as
good a description of a particular slice of
Depression life as I have ever read. He
went on: I believe that Sand will appeal to
a broad spectrum of readers, young and
old. This is a bookan autobiographythat
cries out for pictures of the participants.
James Ward Lee wrote: I really liked
Saving Sand. ... I remember how it was in
the days of mules and before rural
electrification. I grew up in Alabama, but
our life there was the same as the one you
describe in West Texas, except for the
scenery and the weather. But the
Depression was hard, and the respectable
poor were loath to go on relief. I remember
people hiring out mules and fixing things
that broke. ... You do those days well. Go
to www.CharlesBrashear.com for more on
this book, as well as other books by the
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